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ABSTRACT
We study the sojourn time of customers in an M=M=1 queue with processor sharing service discipline and service
interruptions. The lengths of the service interruptions have a general distribution, whereas the periods of service
availability are assumed to have an exponential distribution. A branching process approach is shown to lead to a
decomposition of the sojourn time into independent contributions, that can be investigated separately. The Laplace-
Stieltjes Transform of the distribution of the sojourn time is found through an integral equation. We derive the rst
two moments of the sojourn time conditioned on the amount of work brought into the system and on the number of
customers present upon arrival. We show that the expected sojourn time of a customer that arrives at the system in
steady state is not linear in the amount of work he brings with him. Finally, we show that the sojourn time conditioned
on the amount of work, scaled by the trac load, converges in heavy trac to an exponential distribution. This
study was motivated by a need for delay analysis of elastic trac in modern communication networks. Specically,
the results are of interest for the performance analysis of the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service class in ATM networks,
as well as for the best-eort services in IP networks.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classication: 60K25, 68M20, 90B12, 90B22.
Keywords & Phrases: processor sharing, service interruptions, sojourn time, elastic trac, Available Bit Rate,
best-eort trac.
Note: work carried out under project ATM in PNA 2.1.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider a processor sharing queue with a single server that is subject to break-
downs. For this model we study the sojourn time distribution of customers in the system, that is
the time that elapses between the arrival of a customer and his departure from the system. In the
(egalitarian) processor sharing service discipline, when there are n > 0 customers in the system, all
these customers simultaneously get an equal share of the service capacity, i.e. each customer gets
a fraction 1=n of the capacity. The processor sharing service discipline became of interest as the
idealisation of time-sharing queueing models that arose with the introduction of time-sharing com-
puting in the sixties. Today, processor sharing models have many other applications, for instance
in the performance analysis of telecommunication networks. The present study was motivated by
the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service class in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. The
ABR service class is primarily designed for carrying data-connections with a low priority, in contrast
with higher priority Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) services. Typically
ABR-connections will receive a varying service capacity. In this paper we consider the extreme
case where the service capacity available to the ABR trac alternates between a positive value and
zero, as a rst step towards analysing the case where, for instance, the server alternates between
two positive service speeds. The relevance of the processor sharing discipline for the performance
analysis of ABR connections is a consequence of the requirement that the available capacity should
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be shared fairly among ABR users. This requirement was stated in the denition of the ABR service
class by the ATM Forum in [1]. The results in this paper are also of interest for best-eort services
in Internet Protocol (IP) networks. Similar to the ABR trac in ATM networks, best-eort trac
streams in IP networks have to share the capacity on the communication links of the network, see
for instance Roberts [19].
Processor sharing queues have been studied extensively in the literature. The steady state queue
length distribution of the M=G=1 queue with processor sharing was readily shown to be geometric,
and insensitive of the service time distribution except from its rst moment, see Sakata et al. [20].
This result was extended by Cohen [5] for networks with general service time distributions and
generalised processor sharing, i.e. the rate at which the customers at a certain node are served, is a
function of the node and of the number of customers at that node. In that paper, Cohen also gives
results for mean sojourn times. However, determining the sojourn time distribution in processor
sharing queues turned out to be a very dicult problem.
For the M=M=1 queue with processor sharing, a closed-form expression for the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform (LST) of the sojourn times { conditional on the amount of service required and the
number of customers seen upon arrival { was rst derived by Coman et al. in [3]. Sengupta and
Jagerman [23] found an alternative expression for the LST of the sojourn time conditioned only
on the number of customers seen upon arrival. In particular they found that the kth moment of
the conditional sojourn time is a polynomial of degree k in the number of customers upon arrival.
The distribution function of the sojourn times, conditioned on the amount of service required, was
studied by Morrison in [15].
The sojourn time distribution in the M=G=1 processor sharing queue was rst analysed by Kitayev
and Yashkov in [11] and by Yashkov in [28]. Schassberger [21] considered the M=G=1 processor
sharing queue as the limit of the round robin schedule. Ott [17] found the joint LST and generating
function of the sojourn time and the number of customers left behind. Van den Berg and Boxma [2]
exploited the product form structure of an M=M=1 queue with general feedback for an alternative
derivation of the sojourn time distribution in the M=G=1 processor sharing queue. Rege and
Sengupta [18] gave a decomposition theorem for the sojourn time distribution for the M=G=1
with K classes of customers and discriminatory processor sharing. In [10] Grishechkin described
the M=G=1 queue with batch arrivals and a generalised processor sharing discipline by means
of Crump-Mode-Jagers branching processes. For a more extensive treatise on the literature on
processor sharing queueing models we refer to Yashkov’s survey papers [29] and [30], and the
references therein.
In the present study we analyse the sojourn times of customers in the M=M=1 processor sharing
queue with a server that alternates between an on-state and an o-state (breakdown). When the
server is in the o-state there is no service. We assume that the on-periods and the o-periods form
an alternating renewal process. We require that the on-periods have an exponentially distributed
duration, but make no assumption on the distribution of the duration of the o-periods other than
niteness of moments involved in the analysis, in particular the mean duration of the o-periods.
The assumption of exponentially distributed service requirements is of no essential importance in
our analysis. Most of our results can be extended for general service time distributions (at the
expense of the explicitness of some expressions). Nevertheless, in this paper the results for the
exponential services are presented for two reasons: (i) The fundamental ideas are the same as for
general service requirements, but the presentation is more transparent, and (ii) our real interest is
in generalising the process that models the server availability (for instance a server that alternates
between two positive service speeds).
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Queueing models with First Come First Served (FCFS) discipline and servers that are subject
to breakdowns (and repairs) have received much attention in the literature. These models have
many practical applications, for instance in production line facilities, trac (road intersections),
computer networks and telecommunication networks. We give a brief overview of the literature on
these models. The rst ones to consider queueing models with interruptions (and their connection
with priority models) were White and Christie [27]. Gaver [9] obtained the steady state queue
length distribution of the MX=G=1 queue with exponentially distributed on-times and general o-
times. We further mention the early work of Mitrani and Avi-Itzhak [14] on a queueing model with
multiple servers which are subject to breakdowns, and the work of Neuts concerned with queues in
a random environment, see Chapter 6 of [16], and in particular Section 6.3. Federgruen and Green
[7, 8] studied bounds and approximations for the case when (also) the on-times have a general
distribution. Recent publications on queues with server breakdowns are for instance Takine and
Sengupta [24], Li et al. [13], and Lee [12]. For an extensive overview of the literature on queue-
ing models with service interruptions, and further references, we refer to [7] and [8]. More recent
references can be found in [24]. To the author’s knowledge, there are no previous publications on
queues with server breakdowns and processor sharing discipline.
The paper is organised as follows. We dene the model in Section 2, and give the joint steady-state
distribution of the state of the server and the number of customers in the system. In Section 3,
we represent the sojourn time of a customer conditional on his service requirement, by a branching
process. In Section 4, we characterise the distributions of two fundamental random variables in
the branching process by deriving dierential equations for the LST’s of their distributions, and
then solving these in terms of a single integral equation, which is suitable for numerical evaluation.
An asymptotic analysis, when the service requirement of the tagged customer tends to innity, is
performed in Section 5. We derive the rst two moments of the two fundamental random variables
in Section 6, and give the general form of the higher moments. In Section 7 we use these results
to give explicitly the rst two moments of the sojourn time of a customer conditioned on his work
requirement, the state of the server upon arrival and the number of other customers in the system
upon arrival. We show that the polynomiality of the moments of the conditional sojourn times,
as observed by Sengupta and Jagerman in [23], also holds in our model with server breakdowns.
In Section 8 we give the LST of the sojourn time distribution of a customer conditioned only on
his own work requirement, assuming that he arrives to the system when steady state is reached.
In particular we see that { unlike the case without server breakdowns { the mean sojourn time of
a customer is not a linear function of the amount of work required by that customer. The heavy
trac case is considered in Section 9. We conclude with some nal remarks in Section 10.
2. Model description
We consider a server that alternates between an on-state and an o-state. The on-periods are
assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1=, independent of everything else. The o-
periods are i.i.d. random variables (generically denoted by Toff ) having probability distribution
F (t) := P fToff  tg, t  0. The LST of this distribution will be denoted by
(s) :=
Z 1
t=0
e−stdF (t); Re(s)  0;
and the kth moment of F (t) by
mk :=
Z 1
t=0
tkdF (t):
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Throughout this paper we assume that m1 <1.
Customers arrive to the server according to a Poisson process with rate , requiring an exponen-
tially distributed amount of service with mean 1=. There is room for innitely many customers
at the server. When the server is on, all customers present are simultaneously served according to
the (egalitarian) processor sharing discipline, i.e. when there are n > 0 customers present, each
receives service at rate 1=n. Thus, because of the exponentially distributed service requirements,
the service of any of the customers is completed within the next t time units with probability
1
nt+ o(t). During o-periods the service of all customers is interrupted until the server again
becomes active.
We dene the random variable X(t) to be the number of customers at the server at time t  0.
The random variable Y (t) is equal to 1 if at time t  0 the server is on, and Y (t) is equal to 0
otherwise. Under the ergodicity condition,


<
1
1 + m1
; (2.1)
the pair (X (t) ; Y (t)) has a non-trivial limiting distribution. The left-hand side of Condition (2.1)
is the average amount of work that arrives to the system per unit of time. The right-hand side is
the average service capacity per unit of time, which is equal to the fraction of time that the server
is available.
We now determine the limiting distribution of (X (t) ; Y (t)), under Condition (2.1). Let (X;Y )
be distributed according to this distribution, then P fY = 1g = 1 − P fY = 0g = 11+m1 , and forjzj  1,
E

zX jY = 1 = − (1 + m1)
− z − z 1−((1−z))1−z
; (2.2)
E

zX jY = 0 = 1− ((1− z))
m1(1− z) E

zX jY = 1 : (2.3)
In the remainder of this section we discuss the derivation of (2.2) and (2.3). In particular, in
Remarks 2.1 and 2.2, we discuss the equivalence of the queue length process in our model with the
queue length process of two queueing models with FCFS service discipline.
Expression (2.2) can be found by considering the queue length process only during on-periods, by
deleting the o-periods and interpreting the arrivals during an o-period as a batch arrival. Thus
in this transformed model there are three events: Departures of customers at rate  when there is
at least one customer present, single arrivals according to a Poisson process with rate  and batch
arrivals according to a Poisson process with rate  and batch sizes having probability generating
function (p.g.f.) ((1−z)), which is the p.g.f. of the number of arrivals during an o-period. Note
that batches can be empty (with probability ()). This can be avoided by letting the batches
arrive with rate  (1− ()) with batch sizes having p.g.f. ((1−z))−()1−() . The balance equations
for this transformed model readily lead to Equation (2.2).
The factor 1−((1−z))m1(1−z) in Equation (2.3) is the p.g.f. of the number of customers that arrive during
the overshoot period of an o-period. When a customer arrives and nds the server o, the number
of customers that he nds in the system is the sum of the customers that were at the server when
the server went o (using PASTA, because of the exponential on-periods this is distributed as
X jfY = 1g) and the number of customers that have arrived since the server went o (again with
PASTA, the time that has elapsed is distributed as the overshoot of an o-period).
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By averaging over P fY = 0g and P fY = 1g we nd the p.g.f. of the marginal distribution of X,
E

zX

=
1
1 + m1

1 + 
1− ((1 − z))
(1− z)

− (1 + m1)
− z − z 1−((1−z))1−z
: (2.4)
Remark 2.1 Because of the exponentially distributed services, the queue length process remains
unchanged if we replace the processor sharing service discipline by the FCFS discipline. Expression
(2.4) can therefore be obtained from Gaver [9, Formula 8.4], where the p.g.f. of the number of
customers in the system, at arbitrary points in time, is given for the case of general service time
distribution.
If also the breakdowns (o-periods) are exponentially distributed, i.e. (s) = 11+m1s , the probabil-
ities xi;off := P fX = i; Y = 0g and xi;on := P fX = i; Y = 1g, i = 0; 1; : : : , are explicitly given by
Neuts in Theorem 6.3.1. on p. 277 of [16]:
(xi;off xi;on) = (off on)(I −R)Ri;
with on = 1− off = P fY = 1g, I the identity matrix, and
R =


"
m1(+)
m1+1
1
m1
m1+1
1
#
:
It can be veried that this corresponds to (2.2) and (2.3) when (s) = 11+m1s .
Remark 2.2 The queue length process is also equivalent to that of the M=G=1 queue with
exceptional rst service and LST of the regular service time distribution
(s) =

+ s+  (1−  (s)) ; Re(s)  0: (2.5)
These ‘enlarged’ regular service times are the sum of the actual time it takes to serve a customer
(exponentially distributed with mean 1=) and all o-periods that occur during such a service. The
(exceptional) rst service in a busy period is with probability p equal to a regular service and with
probability 1 − p there is an additional waiting period before a regular service can begin. In the
original model, p would be the probability that the rst customer to arrive after the service station
has become empty, nds the server in the on-state. By conditioning on the rst event after the
system becomes empty (this event is either an arrival or a server breakdown), we nd
p =

+ 
+

+ 
()p;
where () is the probability that no customers arrive during an o-period, and so p = +(1−()) .
The additional waiting time for the fraction 1 − p of customers then corresponds to the time
that a customer in the original model who nds an empty system with the server in the o-
state, has to wait before the server becomes active. This waiting time is therefore distributed as
Toff − Tarrival jfToff > Tarrivalg , where Tarrival has an exponential distribution with mean 1=,
and is independent of Toff . It can be seen that
E
h
e−s(Toff−Tarrival) jToff > Tarrival
i
=

1− ()
(s)− ()
− s :
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If we denote the LST of the exceptional services by (s), we have
(s) =

p+ (1− p) 
1− ()
(s)− ()
− s

(s); Re(s)  0:
Using this in the queue length distribution of the M=G=1 queue with exceptional rst service |
see Formula 3 in Theorem 2 of Welch [26] | we have for jzj  1:
E

zX

=
1 + 0(0)
1 + (0(0)− 0(0))
((1− z))− z((1− z))
((1 − z))− z ;
which corresponds to Expression (2.4).
3. A branching process representation
In this section we show how the sojourn time of a customer (that is the total time spent in the
system) can be studied by means of a branching process. For this purpose we will observe the
process on a transformed time scale. This time-scale transformation has already been used by
Grishechkin [10] for the M/G/1 queue with batch arrivals and a generalised processor sharing
discipline. A method closely related to this branching process approach, without time-scale trans-
formation, was used in Yashkov [28] to nd the LST of the sojourn time in the ordinary M/G/1
queue. By some (non-trivial) modications, the analysis of [10] can be extended to include service
interruptions. In this paper we present a more direct use of the time-transformation technique to
processor sharing queues with service interruptions. Doing so, we gain more intuitive insights into
the dynamics of the model. We choose to show the branching process representation for the case
with exponentially distributed service requirements, that is for the model presented in Section 2.
One advantage is that, for this case, the complexity of the problem is reduced, because we don’t
need to condition on the amount of work that the customers present have received. This makes
the presentation more transparent, while the fundamental ideas are the same as in the case with
general service time distributions. In Remark 3.4 we briefly indicate how the generalisation to the
latter case can be obtained. Another advantage is that, for the case of exponential service times,
we are able to get more explicit results for the moments of the sojourn times conditioned on the
amount of work, the number of competing customers and the state of the server upon arrival (see
Section 7) and conditioned only on the amount of work (see Section 8) when the system is in steady
state.
In our presentation we rst assume there is a permanent customer that never leaves the system.
All other customers (that arrive with rate ) have an exponentially distributed service requirement
with mean 1=. Let Z(t) be the number of customers at the server at time t  0, excluding the
permanent customer. As before, Y (t) is 1 if the server is on at time t and 0 otherwise. Then, at
time t, the permanent customer receives service at rate
Y (t)
1 + Z(t)
:
Let the random variable R(t) be the amount of service received by the permanent customer during
the time interval [0; t]:
R(t) :=
Z t
u=0
Y (u)
1 + Z(u)
du:
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We now dene for   0:
V () := inf ft  0 : R (t)  g :
Thus, V () is the moment that the amount of service received by the permanent customer reaches
the level  . In Figure 1 a typical realisation of R(t) and V () is depicted.
t
V (τ)t 1 t 2 t 3 t 40 = t 0
R ( t)
τ
Figure 1: R(t) and V ().
In this example, at time t0 = 0 there are two other customers in the system along with the perma-
nent customer, therefore R(t) increases at rate 1=3 immediately after time t0. At time t1 one of the
customers leaves and the rate increases to 1=2. From t2 until t3 the server is o, and during this
period 3 customers arrive, leading to a rate 1=5 immediately after t3. At time t4 another customer
arrives, etc. V () is the moment that the service received by the permanent customer reaches the
level  .
Now, if the permanent customer is replaced by a customer requiring an amount of service  , then
V () is the time at which this customer leaves the system, i.e. V () is the sojourn time of that cus-
tomer. Our goal is to determine the distribution of the random variable V () for an arbitrary  > 0.
In the sequel we use the notation x(y+) := limu#y x(u) and x(y−) := limu"y x(u) for any function
x(y).
We distinguish between the cases where Y (0) = 1 (start with a working server) and Y (0) = 0 (start
with a server in the o-state). With i 2 f0; 1g, we use the notation Vi() := V () jfY (0) = ig ,
Zi(t) := Z(t) jfY (0) = ig , and Yi(t) := Y (t) jfY (0) = ig . We rst concentrate on V1() and at the
end of this section derive the results for V0().
Observation 3.1 For arbitrary n 2 IN, given Z1(0) = n (and Y (0) = 1),
V1(0+) = 0:
This observation follows easily from the fact that, for small  , V1() is equal to (n + 1) with
probability 1 −

+ nn+1+ 

(n + 1) + o() (by conditioning on the events that occur during
a time interval of length (n + 1)). This is not true for V0() (in that case, the server must rst
become active again).
Denote the number of times that the server went o during the period (0; t) by the random variable
N(t), and the length of the ith o-period started after time 0 by Di, i = 1; 2; : : : . Note that
fD1;D2; : : : g is an i.i.d. sequence with distribution F (t).
Dene for  > 0:
N 0() := N (V1 ()) :
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The random variable N 0() is well dened because V1() { also a random variable { is strictly
increasing in  for any realisation of the arrival and departure process. Note thatN 0(+)−N 0() = 1
if and only if at time t = V1() the server turns into the o-state. Otherwise N 0(+)−N 0() = 0.
Similar to N 0(), we dene the processes:
Z 01() := Z1(V1());
and
Y 01() := Y1(V1()+);
for  > 0.
Lemma 3.1 For any realisation of the arrival and departure process,
V1() =
Z 
=0

1 + Z 01 ()

d +
N 0()X
i=1
Di; (3.1)
with the empty sum being equal to zero (when N 0() = 0).
Proof
We observe (with the aid of Figure 1) that if N 0(+)−N 0() = 0, then
dV1()
d
= 1 + Z 01();
and if N 0(+)−N 0() = 1, then
V1(+)− V1() = DN 0(+):

Using Figure 1, we make the following observation:
Observation 3.2 The transformed process (Z 01 () ;N 0 ()) is Markovian, with transition rates
given in the following table for n, k and j 2 IN0,
from state to state transition rate
(n; k) (n + 1; k) (n+ 1)
(n; k) (n− 1; k) n
(n; k) (n + j; k + 1) (n+ 1)pj
Here, pj is the probability that during an o-period, j new customers arrive:
1X
j=0
zjpj = ((1 − z)):
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In words, the transformation from the process (Z1 (t) ;N (t) ; Y1 (t)) to the process (Z 01 () ;N 0 ())
consists in (i) shrinking the time scale by a factor n + 1 when Z1(t) = n and Y1(t) = 1, and (ii)
replacing o-periods by batch arrivals of customers.
In (3.1), V1() also depends on D1; : : : ;DN 0(). We emphasise that, if N 0() − N 0(−) = 1 then
Z 01()−Z 01(−) and DN 0() are not independent: DN 0() is the length of an o-period in the original
process and Z 01()− Z 01(−) is the number of customers that arrived during that period:
E
h
e−sDN0()zZ
0
1()−Z01(−)
N 0()−N 0(−) = 1i = (s+ (1− z)):
To study the distribution of V1(), we construct a branching process that is equivalent with(
Z 01 () ;N 0 () ;D1; : : : ;DN 0()

, and impose a cost structure on this branching process that will
turn out to be benecial. Consider a population P of elements that evolves in the following way:
The lifetime of an element of the population has an exponential distribution with mean duration
1=. During its lifetime an element has a cost of 1 per time unit. An element generates children in
two ways, independent from all other living elements. According to a Poisson process with rate 
an element gives birth to children, one at a time. In addition, according to another (independent)
Poisson process with rate , an element generates nests of children (possibly empty nests). A nest
of (possibly zero) children has an immediate cost on society that depends on the number of children
in the nest in a stochastic way. The simultaneous distribution of A children in the nest and an
immediate cost D, is given by
E

e−sDzA

= (s+ (1− z)):
Finally, there is a permanent element in the population that generates children in the same way as
the other elements (but never dies).
Observation 3.3 Denote the number of non-permanent elements in the population at time  by
Z 001 (), the number of nest-births between time 0 and time  by N
00() and the cost of the ith
nest by D00i . By comparing the transition rates of both processes it is seen that the processes(
Z 01 () ;N 0 () ;D1; : : : ;DN 0()

and

Z 001 () ;N 00 () ;D001 ; : : : ;D00N 00()

are equivalent.
Also, V1() is distributed as the cost of the population from time 0 until time  .
In the next theorem we formulate the main result of this section. The decomposition given in the
theorem was shown by Yashkov [28] for the ordinary M/G/1 processor sharing queue.
Theorem 3.1 The conditional sojourn time V1() of a customer who nds the server working upon
arrival, can be decomposed as,
V1()
d= C0() +
Z1(0)X
i=1
Ci();
where d= means equivalence in distribution. All random variables involved in the right-hand side
are mutually independent.
In particular, C0()
d= V1() jfZ1(0) = 0g .
Proof
By construction, the elements of the population P behave independent from each other. Using
the cost-interpretation of V1() given in Observation 3.3, we can split V1() into the independent
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contributions of each element. Let C0() be the cost of the permanent element and his ospring
between time instants 0 and  . Also, let Ci(), i = 1; 2; : : : , be the cost of a non-permanent indi-
vidual, who was present at time 0, plus the cost of his ospring between time instants 0 and  . It
is clear that C1()
d= Ci(), for all i = 2; 3; : : : . Moreover, all the Ci() { including C0() { are
independent of each other.
By denition, Z 01(0) = Z1(0), which concludes the proof. 
In Section 4, we characterise the LST’s of the distributions of C0() and C1() by a set of dif-
ferential equations. We also derive an integral equation which is more suitable for the numerical
computation of these LST’s.
We now turn to V0(), that is the sojourn time of a customer with  work and starting with a server
in the o-state. Let D0 be the residual o-period at time zero and A0 be the number of arrivals
during D0. Let 0(s) be the LST of D0. By conditioning on the length of D0 and the number of
arrivals A0:
V0() jfZ0(0) = n;D0 = d0; A0 = kg d= d0 + V1() jfZ1(0) = n+ kg :
This gives us the following corollary:
Corollary 3.2 The conditional sojourn time V0() of a customer who nds the server in the o-
state upon arrival, satises,
V0()
d= D0 + C0() +
Z0(0)+A0X
i=1
Ci():
All random variables on the right-hand side are mutually independent, except for the pair (D0; A0)
which has the joint distribution,
E

e−sD0zA0

= 0(s+ (1− z)); Re(s)  0; jzj  1:
We dene the LST of C0() and Ci() by g0( ; s) and g1( ; s): For Re(s)  0,
g0( ; s) := E
h
e−sC0()
i
;
g1( ; s) := E
h
e−sCi()
i
; i = 1; 2; : : : :
From Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 we have, for Re(s)  0,
E
h
e−sV () jY (0) = 1; Z(0) = n
i
= g0( ; s) fg1( ; s)gn ; (3.2)
E
h
e−sV () jY (0) = 0; Z(0) = n
i
= g0( ; s) fg1( ; s)gn 0(s + (1 − g1( ; s))): (3.3)
In Section 4 we characterise g0( ; s) and g1( ; s) by means of a set of dierential equations, in order
to determine the LST of V ().
We conclude this section with the following remark, which indicates how the representation of the
sojourn time by a branching process can be extended to the case of general service time distributions.
Remark 3.4 The generalisation of this representation by branching processes for general service
time distributions B(x), x  0, can be obtained by extending the state space representation with
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the vector xn := (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) when there are n customers in the system. We again assume
that a newly arrived customer who brings an amount of work  nds the server available, and we
further condition on the number of customers in the system upon arrival (n) and the residual service
requirement of each of those customers (xi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n). If we call the conditioned sojourn time
of the new customer V1( ;n;x1; : : : ; xn) then
V1( ;n;x1; : : : ; xn)
d= C0() +
nX
i=1
Ci( ;xi);
where the C0() and Ci( ;xi), i = 1; 2; : : : , are the analogues of the earlier C0() and Ci() for
the population model with life time distribution B(x). I.e. Ci( ;xi) is the cost of a family until
time  , starting with one individual with a remaining life time xi. We omit the details of this
generalisation in this paper, and refer to Yashkov [28] for a related analysis of the case without
service interruptions.
4. Characterisation of g0( ; s) and g1( ; s)
In this section we derive a set of dierential equations that uniquely determine g0( ; s) and g1( ; s),
the LST’s of C0() and C1(). We express g0( ; s) in terms of g1( ; s), and then, for real s > 0,
derive a useful integral equation for g1( ; s).
Lemma 4.1 The LST’s g0( ; s) and g1( ; s) are uniquely determined by the following set of dif-
ferential equations,
@
@
g1( ; s) = − (s+ + + ) g1( ; s) +  fg1( ; s)g2 +  (4.1)
+g1( ; s)(s + (1− g1( ; s)));
@
@
g0( ; s) = − (s+ + ) g0( ; s) + g0( ; s)g1( ; s) (4.2)
+g0( ; s)(s + (1− g1( ; s)));
and initial conditions,
g0(0; s) = g1(0; s) = 1: (4.3)
Proof
By conditioning on the number of ‘single’ children and the number of nests that a non-permanent
element in the population model generates in a time interval of length , as well as on the survival
probability of the element itself in that interval, we get,
g1( + ; s) =
Z 
t=0
e−te−st
1X
m=0
e−t
(t)m
m!

1
t
Z t
u=0
g1( + u; s)du
m

1X
n=0
e−t
(t)n
n!

1
t
Z t
u=0
(s+ (1− g1( + u; s)))du
n
dt
+ e−e−sg1( ; s)
1X
m=0
e−
()m
m!

1

Z 
u=0
g1( + u; s)du
m

1X
n=0
e−
()n
n!

1

Z 
u=0
(s+ (1− g1( + u; s)))du
n
:
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Here we use the fact that ‘Poisson arrivals occur homogeneously in time’, see for instance Tijms
[25, Theorem 1.2.5].
(s+ (1− g1( ; s))) is the LST of the cost of a nest plus the cost of all children in that nest and
their ospring, until time  .
Equivalently we may write,
g1( + ; s) =
Z 
t=0
e−t−st−(t−
R t
u=0 g1(+u;s)du)−(t−
R t
u=0 (s+(1−g1(+u;s)))du)dt
+ g1( ; s)e−−s−(−
R
u=0 g1(+u;s)du)−(−
R
u=0 (s+(1−g1(+u;s)))du): (4.4)
By similar arguments we also nd,
g0( + ; s) = g0( ; s)e−s−(−
R
u=0 g1(+u;s)du)−(−
R
u=0 (s+(1−g1(+u;s)))du): (4.5)
From (4.4) and (4.5) we can show that, for  # 0,
g1( + ; s) = (1− (s+ + + ) ) g1( ; s) +  fg1( ; s)g2 + 
+g1( ; s)(s + (1− g1( ; s))) + o(); (4.6)
g0( + ; s) = (1− (s+ + ) ) g0( ; s) + g0( ; s)g1( ; s)
+g0( ; s)(s + (1− g1( ; s))) + o(): (4.7)
With (4.6) and (4.7) it is immediate that g1( ; s) and g0( ; s) are continuous from the right in  .
If we replace  in (4.6) and (4.7) by  − , the continuity from the left in  also easily follows.
Subsequently it can be shown that,
lim
#0
g1( + ; s)− g1( ; s)

= lim
#0
g1( ; s)− g1( −; s)

;
and
lim
#0
g0( + ; s)− g0( ; s)

= lim
#0
g0( ; s)− g0( −; s)

;
so that @@ g1( ; s) and
@
@ g0( ; s) exist and satisfy (4.1) and (4.2). The initial conditions (4.3) follow
from C0(0) = C1(0) = 0. 
Theorem 4.1 g0( ; s) can be expressed in terms of g1( ; s) as,
g0( ; s) = g1( ; s)ef−
R 
u=0 g1(u;s)
−1dug: (4.8)
Proof
From (4.2) and (4.3) we can immediately express g0( ; s) in terms of g1( ; s):
g0( ; s) = exp

−(s+ + ) +
Z 
u=0
[g1(u; s) + (s+ (1− g1(u; s)))] du

: (4.9)
If we also use (4.1) we may rewrite this to,
g0( ; s) = exp
(Z 
u=0
@
@ug1(u; s)−  (1− g1(u; s))
g1(u; s)
du
)
;
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which leads to Relation (4.8). 
The remainder of this section is dedicated to the solution of (4.1) for real s > 0. First we need to
study the roots of the following equation:
(s+ + + )x = x2 + + x(s+ (1− x)): (4.10)
Note that if the right-hand side of (4.1) is equal to zero, then x = g1( ; s) is a root of Equation
(4.10). We now argue that (4.10) is the relation for the LST of the clearing period of the model
of Section 2. By the clearing period we mean the time it takes for the system to become empty,
starting with one customer and a working server. If there were no o-periods, the clearing period
would be equal to the busy period. Note that if the service discipline were FCFS instead of processor
sharing, the clearing period would be the same (because of work conservation). Combining this
with the well-known branching argument for busy periods, it can be seen that the time it takes
to clear the system starting with n > 0 customers and a working server, is just the sum of n
independent clearing periods. Now, by conditioning on the rst event that occurs after a clearing
period starts | this can be the arrival of a new customer, the departure of the present customer or
the server turning into the o-state | we get Relation (4.10) for x = E

e−sCP

, Re(s)  0, where
the generic random variable CP stands for the duration of the clearing period. It can be shown
that, for Re(s)  0, the root x = E e−sCP  is the unique root in the unit circle of Equation (4.10).
In Remark 4.1 we indicate how this can be done by identifying the clearing period with the busy
period of an M=G=1 queue.
Remark 4.1 The clearing period equals the busy period of the M=G=1 queue with arrival rate
 and LST (:) of the service time distribution given by (2.5). The interpretation of these service
times is given in Remark 2.2. The well-known relation for the busy-period of the M=G=1 queue,
x = (s+ (1− x));
readily leads to (4.10). We immediately have that for Re(s)  0, E e−sCP  is equal to the (unique)
root of (4.10) inside (or on) the unit circle (see for instance Cohen [4] p. 250).
We emphasise that the non-empty period is not equal to the busy period of the M=G=1 queue
with exceptional rst service as described in Remark 2.2. In fact, in the context of that model, the
non-empty period is equal to the busy period initiated by a customer with a regular service.
Observation 4.2 Denote the (unique) root of Equation (4.10) by r1(s) = E

e−sCP

. Since C1()
is non-decreasing in  with probability 1, g1( ; s) is non-increasing in  for xed s > 0. Indeed, the
right-hand side of (4.1) is negative for  = 0 (because g1(0; s) = 1). Now, it must be that,
r1(s)  g1( ; s);
because if g1( ; s) would cross r1(s), the right-hand side of (4.1) would become positive, since the
zero r1(s) is of multiplicity 1.
Theorem 4.2 For real s > 0, the solution to (4.1) satisfying (4.3), is obtained from,Z g1( ;s)
x=1
1
− (s+ + + )x+ x2 + x(s+ − x)dx = : (4.11)
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Proof
The integral in Relation (4.11) is well dened, because the denominator of the integrand has no
zeros in (r1(s); 1) for s > 0, see Remark 4.1. The integral is taken for x from 1 to g1( ; s) so that
the initial Condition (4.3) is satised. By dierentiating with respect to  , it is readily seen that
(4.1) is also satised. 
Relation (4.11) can be used for numerical evaluation of g1( ; s). In Section 5 we use Relation (4.11)
to study the asymptotics of g1( ; s) as  ! 1. This in turn enables us to prove the convergence
in probability of C0() and (more importantly)
V ()
 for  !1.
For the determination of moments, Relation (4.11) is not very practical. In Section 6 we study the
moments of C1() (and C0()) directly.
Remark 4.3 When the o-periods have an exponential distribution, i.e.
(s) =
1
1 +m1s
; Re(s) > − 1
m1
;
the integrand of (4.11) becomes
1 +m1 fs+ (1− x)g
f1 +m1 fs+ (1− x)gg fx2 − (s+ + + )x+ g+ x:
The denominator of this rational function is a polynomial of degree 3 in x. For s > 0, it can be
shown that this polynomial has three real roots: As before, the root in the interval (0,1) will be
r1(s), the ones in (1;1) are denoted by r2(s) and r3(s) and we order them | for real s > 0 | as
r2(s) <
1+m1(s+)
m1
< r3(s).
The left-hand side of (4.11) becomesZ g1( ;s)
x=1

a1(s)
r1(s)− x +
a2(s)
r2(s)− x +
a3(s)
r3(s)− x

dx
= −a1(s) ln

g1( ; s)− r1(s)
1− r1(s)

− a2(s) ln

r2(s)− g1( ; s)
r2(s)− 1

− a3(s) ln

r3(s)− g1( ; s)
r3(s)− 1

;
where
a1(s) =
1 +m1 fs+ (1− r1(s))g
m12(r2(s)− r1(s))(r3(s)− r1(s)) > 0;
a2(s) =
1 +m1 fs+ (1− r2(s))g
m12(r1(s)− r2(s))(r3(s)− r2(s)) < 0;
a3(s) =
1 +m1 fs+ (1− r3(s))g
m12(r1(s)− r3(s))(r2(s)− r3(s)) < 0:
We nally remark that, for o-periods having a phase-type distribution, the solution given in
Theorem 4.2 can be treated along the same lines. The number of zeros in the denominator of the
integrand depends on the number of phases of the o-periods.
5. Asymptotic analysis for  !1.
In this section we study the behaviour of g1( ; s) as  ! 1. We will then use these asymptotics
to show the convergence of V () for  !1.
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Our starting point is Relation (4.11). By partial fraction expansion,
1
− (s+ + + )x+ x2 + x(s+ − x) =
k1(s)
x− r1(s) + k2(x; s); (5.1)
where
k1(s) := lim
x!r1(s)
x− r1(s)
− (s+ + + )x+ x2 + x(s+ − x) ; (5.2)
exists and the function k2(x; s) is analytic in x, for jxj  1 and Re(s)  0.
Using (5.1) in (4.11) we get, for s > 0,
k1(s)  ln(g1( ; s)− r1(s)) +
Z g1( ;s)
x=1
k2(x; s)dx = k1(s)  ln(1− r1(s)) + : (5.3)
If we let  !1 in (5.3), we may conclude that
lim
!1 g1( ; s) = r1(s); s > 0: (5.4)
This is an immediate consequence of the analyticity in x of k2(x; s) and the boundedness of g1( ; s),
which imply that the second term on the left-hand side of (5.3) is bounded. In Remark 5.1 we
discuss how this limiting property can be seen probabilistically in our model.
Remark 5.1 If we concentrate on a non-permanent element of the population model of Section 3
and his ospring (we call this a family), then under the ergodicity Condition (2.1), this family dies
out with probability 1. Consider the cost that this family generates until its extinction. This cost
is equal to the sum of the lifetimes of all the members of this family plus the cost of all nests in
this family. By assigning the cost of a nest to the individual that generated it, and concatenating
the lifetimes of all family members, it can be seen that the total cost of this family is distributed
as a clearing period of the model of Section 2:
lim
!1C1()
d= CP:
This corresponds to (5.4).
Further exploiting (5.3), we can carry our asymptotic analysis one step further:
lim
!1

k1(s)  ln

g1( ; s)− r1(s)
1− r1(s)

− 

= −
Z r1(s)
x=1
k2(x; s)dx: (5.5)
Using (5.5) we can prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.1 For s > 0,
lim
!1
Z 
u=0

g1(u;
s

)− r1( s

)

du = 0;
and consequently,
lim
!1
Z 
u=0

(
s

+ − g1(u; s

))− ( s

+ − r1( s

))

du = 0:
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Proof
Using Relation (5.3) we may write:Z 
u=0

g1(u;
s

)− r1( s

)

du =

1− r1( s

)
Z 
u=0
exp
(
1
k1( s )
 
u−
Z g1(u; s )
x=1
k2(x;
s

)dx
!)
du:
It is clear from (5.2) that k1(s) < 0, for s > 0: for x = 0 the numerator on the right-hand side of
(5.2) is negative and the denominator is positive, and as x " r1(s) neither the numerator, nor the
denominator changes sign.
For s > 0, let M(s) 2 [r1(s); 1] be such that
RM(s)
x=1 k2(x; s)dx is maximal. Then we may write,
0 
Z 
u=0

g1(u;
s

)− r1( s

)

du


1− r1( s

)

e
−1
k1(
s

)
RM( s

)
x=1 k2(x;
s
 )dx  k1( s

)

e

k1(
s

) − 1

: (5.6)
Now, if we take  !1 then r1( s ) and M( s ) go to 1, k2(x; s ) remains bounded for r1( s )  x  1
and,
lim
s#0
k1(s) =
−1
− (1 + m1) :
Thus, if we let  !1 in (5.6) then the upperbound goes to 0.
The second part of the lemma follows from the rst part by noting that (s) is a decreasing and con-
vex function for s  0, and dds(s)js=0 = −m1. Therefore it holds that (s1)−(s2)  m1(s2− s1),
whenever 0  s1  s2. 
Lemma 5.1 allows us to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1 For s  0,
lim
!1 g0( ;
s

) = e
−s 1+m1−(1+m1) ;
and hence,
C0()

P−!  1 + m1
− (1 + m1) =
1
1
1+m1
− 
;
as  !1. Here P−! means convergence in probability.
Proof
Using the rst part of Lemma 5.1 we can write, for s  0,
lim
!1
Z 
u=0

1− g1(u; s

)

du = lim
!1 

1− r1( s

)

= s
1 + m1
− (1 + m1) ;
where we use that lims#0
1−r1(s)
s = E [CP ]. We can nd E [CP ] =
1+m1
−(1+m1) from Relation (4.10).
Similarly, using the second part of Lemma 5.1 we have, again for s  0,
lim
!1
Z 
u=0

1− ( s

+ − g1(u; s

))

du = lim
!1 

1− ( s

+ − r1( s

))

= sm1

− (1 + m1) :
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Using this in Relation (4.9) gives the convergence in distribution. The convergence in probability
then follows immediately, because the limit is a constant.

Theorem 5.1 has the following corollary:
Corollary 5.2 The sojourn time V () of a customer with an amount of work  , satises
V ()

P−! 1
1
1+m1
− 
;
as  !1.
Proof
The proof is immediate from Theorem 5.1 and Formulas (3.2) and (3.3). 
Remark 5.2 Using the Renewal Reward Theorem, see [25, Theorem 1.3.1], it can be shown that
the convergence of V () , and
C0()
 , is in fact convergence with probability 1. To see this, note that
N 00(), the process counting the number of elements in the population P at time  , is regenerative.
The regeneration points can be taken to be the times at which the permanent element becomes the
only element of the population. It then can be shown that the lengths of the regeneration cycles
have a nite expectation.
Remark 5.3 The term 11+m1 −  can be seen as the average speed at which the permanent
customer receives service, when the system with the permanent customer is in steady state: The
average service capacity is 11+m1 per time unit, and on average an amount of capacity

 per time
unit is required to serve other customers (since the system with a permanent customer is ergodic,
all non-permanent customers eventually leave the system).
Remark 5.4 In addition to Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, it can be shown that
V ()− C0()

P−! 0;  !1:
This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2, and Remark 5.1.
6. Moments of C0() and C1()
In Section 4 we saw that the LST’s of C0() and C1() are determined by a set of dierential
equations. The solution for these dierential equations is given by (4.9) and (4.11). However,
this solution is not very practical to determine moments of C0() and C1(). In this section we
show how the moments of C0 and C1 can be found by directly solving an alternative system of
dierential equations. Yashkov [28] also remarks that, in the M/G/1 processor sharing queue, such
an approach leads to a more tractable derivation of moments.
The next theorem is a consequence of a result of De Meyer and Teugels [6].
Theorem 6.1 If the kth moment of the o-periods, mk, exists, then also the kth moments of C1()
and C0() exist.
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Proof
It is known for the M=G=1 queue that the kth moment of the busy period exists if and only if the
kth moment of the service time exists, see De Meyer and Teugels [6, Lemma 3]. In view of Remark
4.1, this implies that the kth moment of the clearing period exists, if and only if mk < 1. Since
C1() is non-decreasing in  with probability 1, and C1() converges to the clearing period CP , as
 !1, it must be that
E
h
C1()k
i
 E
h
CP k
i
;
(C1() is stochastically smaller than CP ), and hence the kth moment of C1() exists when mk <1.
To prove the result for C0(), we rst write the following identity:
C0() =
N()()X
i=1
Ci( − T ()i ) +
N()()X
j=1
Dj +
N()(Dj)X
n=1
Cj;n( − T ()j ):
Here, N ()() is the number of ‘regular’ children that the permanent element, in the population P,
generates (at rate ) over a time span of length  . T ()i is the time at which the i
th regular child
is born, and Ci( − T ()i ) is the cost of this child and his ospring until time  . Similarly, N ()()
is the number of batches of children of the permanent element (generated at rate ) until time  .
Dj is the direct cost of the jth batch, N ()(Dj) is the number of children in the jth batch, T
()
j
is the time at which the jth batch is generated, and Cj;n( − T ()j ) is the cost associated with the
nth child in the jth batch and his ospring, until time  . The above identity was given in terms of
LST’s in Relation (4.9).
If we replace each of the costs until time  associated with a child of the permanent customer and
his ospring, by the cost of the family of that child over a total time-span of length  , we clearly
have an upperbound for C0():
C0()  C0() :=
N()()X
i=1
Ci() +
N()()X
j=1
Dj +
N()(Dj)X
n=1
Cj;n():
For Re(s) > 0, the LST of C0() is given by,
E
h
e−sC0()
i
= e−fs+(1−g1( ;s))+(1−(s+−g1( ;s)))g: (6.1)
If mk <1, and hence by the rst part of the theorem E

C1()k

<1, we can write, for s # 0,
(s) = 1 +
kX
i=1
mi
(−s)i
i!
+ o(sk);
g1( ; s) = 1 +
kX
j=1
E

C1()j
 (−s)j
j!
+ o(sk); (6.2)
see De Meyer and Teugels [6, Lemma 1]. Combining these, we get,
(s + − g1( ; s)) = 1 +
kX
i=1
mi

−s+ Pkj=1 E C1()j (−s)jj! i
i!
+ o(sk): (6.3)
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From Equation (6.1), it is now straightforward to see that the LST of C0() has a nite kth
derivative in s = 0. Therefore, the kth moment of C0(), and hence the kth moment of C0(),
exists.

We start by illustrating the derivation for the rst and second moments of C1() and C0(). We
then formulate and prove Theorem 6.2 which reveals the structure of the higher moments, as a
function of  .
By dierentiating (4.1) and (4.2) with respect to s and then setting s = 0 we get,
@
@
E [C1()] = 1 + m1 − f− (1 + m1)gE [C1()] ; (6.4)
@
@
E [C0()] = 1 + m1 + (1 + m1)E [C1()] : (6.5)
Strictly speaking it rst should be veried that this dierentiation and interchanging the order of
dierentiation is allowed. However, in our case, we can get (6.4) and (6.5) also by directly applying
the argument of conditioning on the events in a time interval of length  to E [C0()] and E [C1()],
and then letting  # 0.
Using the initial conditions
C0(0) = C1(0) = 0;
we nd
E [C1()] =
1 + m1
− (1 + m1)

1− e−f−(1+m1)g

; (6.6)
E [C0()] = 
1 + m1
− (1 + m1) − 

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
2 
1− e−f−(1+m1)g

: (6.7)
If m2 < 1, we can repeat this procedure to nd E

C0()2

and E

C1()2

. Dierentiating (4.1)
and (4.2) twice w.r.t. s and then setting s = 0 (or by a direct conditioning argument) we nd
@
@
E
h
C1()
2
i
= −f− (1 + m1)gE
h
C1()
2
i
+ 2(1 + m1)E [C1()]
+2(1 + m1)E [C1()]
2 + m2 f1 + E [C1()]g2 ; (6.8)
@
@
E
h
C0()
2
i
= 2(1 + m1)E [C0()] + 2(1 + m1)E [C0()] E [C1()]
+(1 + m1)E
h
C1()
2
i
+ m2 f1 + E [C1()]g2 : (6.9)
We can solve this using (6.6) and (6.7):
E
h
C1()
2
i
= −(a1 + 2a2)e−f−(1+m1)g
+
a1 + m2
− (1 + m1)

1− e−f−(1+m1)g

(6.10)
+
a2
− (1 + m1)

1− e−2f−(1+m1)g

;
E
h
C0()
2
i
= b1 + b22 + b3e−f−(1+m1)g
−b4

1− e−f−(1+m1)g

− b5

1− e−2f−(1+m1)g

; (6.11)
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where
a1 = 2(1 + m1 + m2)
1 + m1
− (1 + m1) ;
a2 = (2(1 + m1) + m2)

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
2
;
b1 = m2


− (1 + m1)
3
;
b2 = 2

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
2
;
b3 = 2

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
3
(2+ (1 + m1)) + 2m2

(1 + m1)
− (1 + m1)
2 
− (1 + m1) ;
b4 = 2

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
3 2− (1 + m1)
− (1 + m1) + m2
1 + m1
(− (1 + m1))4
(
32 − 2(1 + m1)2

;
b5 = 22

1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
4
+
1
2
m2
2 (1 + m1)
2
(− (1 + m1))3


1 + m1
− (1 + m1) − 1

:
The same approach can be applied to determine higher moments. In Theorem 6.2 this is done to
reveal the structure of these moments.
Theorem 6.2 For k  1, provided that mk <1, and thus E

C1()k

<1 and E C0()k <1,
E
h
C1()k
i
= (k)0 +
kX
m=1
e−mf−(1+m1)g
k−mX
n=0
(k)m;n
n; (6.12)
E
h
C0()k
i
=
kX
m=0
e−mf−(1+m1)g
k−mX
n=0
(k)m;n
n; (6.13)
where the (k)0 , 
(k)
m;n and 
(k)
m;n are coecients that are independent of  .
Note that because of the initial Condition (4.3),
kX
m=1

(k)
m;0 = −(k)0 and
kX
m=0

(k)
m;0 = 0:
Proof of Theorem 6.2
Let Toff be as before and N(Toff ) be the number of Poisson arrivals (with rate ) during the
period Toff . If C1(); C2(); : : : is an i.i.d. sequence with LST g1( ; s), then using Equations (6.2)
and (6.3),
E

e−s

Toff+C1()+:::C1+N(Toff )()

= g1( ; s)  (s+ − g1( ; s))
= 1 +
s

+
1

kX
i=1

(s+ )
mi
i!
+
mi−1
(i− 1)!
0@−s+  kX
j=1
E

C1()j
 (−s)j
j!
1Ai + o(sk):(6.14)
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We write out the terms in the summation as,0@−s+  kX
j=1
E

C1()j
 (−s)j
j!
1Ai
=
X
i0+i1++ik=i

i
i0; : : : ; ik

(−s)i0
kY
j=1

E

C1()j
 (−s)j
j!
ij
=
kX
n=0
(−s)n
X
i0 + i1 + i2 +    + ik = i
i0 + i1 + 2i2 +    + kik = n

i
i0; : : : ; ik
 kY
j=1

E

C1()j
 1
j!
ij
+ o(sk): (6.15)
Note that there are combinations of k; i; n 2 IN, for which8<:(i0; i1; : : : ; ik) 2 INk+10 :
kX
j=0
ij = i; i0 +
kX
j=1
jij = n
9=; = ;:
We now prove the theorem by induction on k. From (6.14) and (6.15) we can show that if E

C1()j

has the form of (6.12) for j = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1, then:
E

Toff + C1() +   + C1+N(Toff )()
k
= (m1 + 1)E
h
C1()k
i
+ γ(k)0 +
kX
m=1
e−mf−(1+m1)g
k−mX
n=0
γ(k)m;n
n:
This can be veried by noting that the only contribution of E

C1()k

to the coecient of (−s)k in
(6.14), is through the term with i = 1. All other contributions to the coecient of (−s)k are either
zero, or come from products of the E

C1()j

, for j = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. Apart from a constant in  ,
they all consist of terms of the form e−mf−(1+m1)g n, with m  1, n  0 and m+n  k. Writing
out the terms, it is seen that γ(k)1;k−1 = 0. This is a consequence of the fact that for l1; l2 = 1; 2; : : : ,
the product E

C1()l1
  E C1()l2 is of the same form as E C1()l1+l2 in (6.12), except for
the terms containing e−f−(1+m1)gn, with n  max (l1; l2), which do not appear. The other
coecients γ(k)m;n can be found from the 
(j)
m;n for j < k, by use of (6.14) and (6.15).
As before, we can derive a dierential equation for E

C1()k

:
@
@
E
h
C1()k
i
= −(+ + )E
h
C1()k
i
+ kE
h
C1()k−1
i
+ E
h
(C1() + C2())
k
i
+E

Toff + C1() +   + C1+N(Toff )()
k
= −f− (1 + m1)gE
h
C1()k
i
+ kE
h
C1()k−1
i
+
k−1X
l=1

k
l

E
h
C1()l
i
E
h
C1()k−l
i
+γ(k)0 + e
−f−(1+m1)g
k−2X
n=0
γ
(k)
1;n
n + 
kX
m=2
e−mf−(1+m1)g
k−mX
n=0
γ(k)m;n
n:
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Note that in the right-hand side of this dierential equation, no term with e−f−(1+m1)gk−1
appears. Solving for E

C1()k

, indeed leads to the form of Relation (6.12). The coecients (k)0
and (k)m;n are recursively determined by the 
(j)
0 and 
(j)
m;n for j < k.
To prove the second part of the theorem we use the dierential equation for E

C0()k

:
@
@
E
h
C0()k
i
= −(+ )E
h
C0()k
i
+ kE
h
C0()k−1
i
+ E
h
(C0() + C1())
k
i
+E

Toff + C0() + C1() +   + CN(Toff )()
k
= kE
h
C0()k−1
i
+ 
k−1X
l=0

k
l

E
h
C0()l
i
E
h
C1()k−l
i
+
k−1X
l=0

k
l

E
h
C0()l
i
E

Toff + C1() +   + CN(Toff )()
k−l
:
By similar arguments as before, we nd Relation (6.13). 
7. Moments of the conditional sojourn time
In this section we study the moments of the sojourn time of a customer conditioned on the service
requirement, the state of the server upon arrival, and the number of other customers in the system.
We give these moments in terms of the moments of C1() and C0(). In particular, using the
expressions for the rst two moments of C1() and C0() found in Section 6, we nd explicit
expressions for the rst two moments of the conditional sojourn time.
For compactness, we will use the notation
En
h
V1()k
i
:= E
h
V ()kjfY (0) = 1; Z(0) = ng
i
;
En
h
V0()k
i
:= E
h
V ()kjfY (0) = 0; Z(0) = ng
i
:
Observation 7.1 From Theorem 3.1, we have for k; n 2 IN,
En
h
V1()k
i
= E
h
(C0() + : : : Cn())
k
i
=
kX
j=0

k
j

E
h
Cn()k−j
i
E
h
(C0() + : : : Cn−1())j
i
=
kX
j=0

k
j

E
h
C1()k−j
i
En−1

V1()j

; (7.1)
E0
h
V1()k
i
= E
h
C0()k
i
: (7.2)
Moreover, combining Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, we nd,
En
h
V0()k
i
=
kX
j=0

k
j

E
24 D0 + A0X
i=1
Ci()
!j35En hV1()k−ji : (7.3)
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We remind the reader that D0 is the residual o-period at time zero, with LST 0(:), and that A0
is the number of arrivals during D0. We can nd E

D0 +
PA0
i=1Ci()
j
as
E
24 D0 + A0X
i=1
Ci()
!j35 = (−1)j @j
@sj
0(s+ − g1( ; s))

s=0
:
These derivatives can be found by using Lemma 1 of [6] to expand 0(s+−g1( ; s)) in a Taylor
series, analogous to Equation (6.3).
From (7.1) and (7.2) we can compute the conditional moments En

V1()k

recursively, once we
have the moments of C0() and C1(). The moments of V0() are then found from (7.3). In
particular we have for k = 1, also cf. Equations (3.2) and (3.3),
En [V1()] = E [C0()] + nE [C1()] ; (7.4)
En [V0()] = E [D0] + E [C0()] + (n+ E [D0]) E [C1()] ; (7.5)
(7.6)
and for k = 2,
En

V1()2

= E

C0()2

+ nE

C1()2

+ 2nE [C0()] E [C1()]
+n(n− 1)E [C1()]2 ; (7.7)
En

V0()2

= E

D20

+ 2E [D0] (E [C0()] + nE [C1()])
+2E

D20

E [C1()] + E

C0()2

+2 (n+ E [D0]) E [C0()] E [C1()] (7.8)
+ (n+ E [D0]) E

C1()2

+
(
n(n− 1) + (2n− 1)E [D0] + 2E

D20

E [C1()]
2 :
Using (6.6), (6.7), (6.10) and (6.11) we have explicit formulas for these rst and second moments.
Theorem 7.1 For xed k 2 IN, if mk < 1 and E

Dk0

< 1, then En

V1()k

and En

V0()k

are polynomials in n of degree k:
En
h
Vi()k
i
=
kX
l=0
c
(i)
k;l()n
l; i 2 f0; 1g : (7.9)
The coecients c(1)k;l () are recursively dened by
c
(1)
k;l+1() =
1
l + 1
(
kX
i=l+2
(−1)i−l

i
l

c
(1)
k;i ()
+
k−1X
j=l
jX
i=l
(−1)i−l

i
l

k
j

E
h
C1()k−j
i
c
(1)
j;i ()
9=; ; (7.10)
c
(1)
k;0() = E
h
C0()k
i
;
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with k 2 IN, and l = 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1. The empty sum (when l + 2 = k + 1) is equal to zero.
For k 2 IN, and l = 0; 1; : : : ; k, the c(0)k;l () are given by
c
(0)
k;l () =
kX
j=l

k
j

c
(1)
j;l ()E
24 D0 + A0X
i=1
Ci()
!k−j35 : (7.11)
Hence, for i 2 f0; 1g, k 2 IN, and l 2 f0; 1; : : : ; kg, the functions c(i)k;l() are of the same form as
E

C0()k

in Theorem 6.2.
Proof
Expression (7.9), for i = 1, can be proved by arguing that (7.1) and (7.2) uniquely determine the
En

V1()k

for k; n 2 IN, and that (7.9), for i = 1, with the c(1)k;l () dened by (7.10), satises (7.1)
and (7.2). Then, (7.9), for i = 0, and (7.11), follow from Relation (7.3).
The last statement follows from the fact that a product of two functions of the class dened by
Relation (6.13), one with k = l1, and the other with k = l2, gives a function of the same class, with
k = l1 + l2. 
Sengupta and Jagerman [23, Theorem 1] proved that, in the M=M=1 processor sharing queue with-
out server breakdowns, the kth moment of the sojourn time conditional on n competing customers,
is a polynomial in n of degree k. As a corollary of Theorem 7.1 we have that the result of Sengupta
and Jagerman is also true for the M=M=1 processor sharing queue with generally distributed server
breakdowns.
Corollary 7.2 If mk <1 and E

Dk0

<1, then
En
h
(Vi)
k
i
:=
Z 1
=0
En
h
Vi()k
i
e−d =
kX
l=0
nl
Z 1
=0
c
(i)
k;l()e
−d; i 2 f0; 1g :
Proof
Obviously, from the last statement of Theorem 7.1,
R1
=0 c
(i)
k;l()e
−d < 1, for i 2 f0; 1g. The
corollary then follows from Expression (7.9). 
8. Sojourn time in steady state
In this section we derive results for the sojourn time of a customer with an amount of work  ,
arriving to the system in steady state. If the number of competing customers in the system at the
beginning of the sojourn time is (as before) denoted by Z(0) and the state of the server by Y (0),
then
(Z(0); Y (0)) d= (X;Y );
and the distribution of (X;Y ) is given by (2.2) and (2.3).
Theorem 8.1 For Re(s)  0, the LST of V () is given by,
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E
h
e−sV () jY (0) = 1
i
= g0( ; s)
− (1 + m1)
− g1( ; s)− g1( ; s)1−((1−g1( ;s)))1−g1( ;s)
; (8.1)
E
h
e−sV () jY (0) = 0
i
= E
h
e−sV () jY (0) = 1
i
1− (s+ − g1( ; s))
m1 (s+ − g1( ; s)) 
1− (− g1( ; s))
m1(1− g1( ; s)) : (8.2)
Proof
Equation (8.1) is found from (2.2) and (3.2). To nd the sojourn times starting with an o-period,
we remark that the residual length of that o-period is distributed as the overshoot of the o-
periods, i.e. 0(s) =
1−(s)
m1s
. Then using (2.3) and (3.3) we get (8.2). 
Corollary 8.2 The mean sojourn time is given by
E [V ()] =

1
1+m1
− 
+
1
2m2
1 + m1
(8.3)
+

1− e−f−(1+m1)g
 1
2m2
− (1 + m1)

1 +

− (1 + m1)

:
Proof
From Theorem 8.1, by dierentiating w.r.t. s and putting s = 0, we nd
E [V () jY (0) = 1] = 
1
1+m1
− 
+

1− e−f−(1+m1)g
 1
2
2m2(1 + m1)
f− (1 + m1)g2
;
E [V () jY (0) = 0] = m2
2m1
+

1
1+m1
− 
+

1− e−f−(1+m1)g
 1 + m1
− (1 + m1)
(

m2
m1
+
1
2
2m2
− (1 + m1)
)
:
Alternatively, we may nd E [V () jY (0) = 1] more directly by substituting
E [X jY = 1] = (1 + m1) +
1
2
2m2
− (1 + m1) ;
for n in (7.4), and using (6.6) and (6.7). Similarly, we can nd E [V () jY (0) = 0] by substituting
E [X jY = 0] =  m2
2m1
+
(1 + m1) + 12
2m2
− (1 + m1) ;
for n in (7.5), and with E [D0] = m22m1 .
By averaging over P fY = 1g = 11+m1 and P fY = 0g = m11+m1 we get E [V ()]. 
Note that E [V ()] is not linear in  unless m2 = 0, i.e. when there are no o-periods. The
linearity in that case was already observed for the M=M=1 processor sharing queue by Coman et
al. [3], and for the M=G=1 processor sharing queue by Kitayev and Yashkov [11].
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We conclude this section with two remarks, discussing two cases in which the conditional mean
sojourn time is approximately linear in  .
Remark 8.1 E [V ()] is ‘almost linear’ in  when the on- and o-periods alternate rapidly.
Formally, construct a new sequence of on- and o-periods by multiplying each on- and o-period
by a factor  2 (0;1). So in the new sequence, the on-periods are exponentially distributed with
mean =, and the new o-periods, generically denoted by T ()off , have LST
E

e−sT
()
off

= (s):
In particular, the rst two moments of T ()off are m
()
1 = m1 and m
()
2 = 
2m2. Obviously,

m
()
1 = m1 is independent of , and so is the probability that the server is on (with the new
sequence of on- and o-periods). Therefore the ergodicity condition remains unchanged. If V ()()
is the sojourn time of a customer with  work under the new on- and o-periods, then
lim
#0
E
h
V ()()
i
=

1
1+m1
− 
:
This limiting case ( # 0) corresponds to the case where the server is always available and works at
the constant speed 11+m1 instead of 1. Note that
1
1+m1
is the average service speed in the model
with the alternating server.
On the other hand, when the server alternates very slowly, the expected sojourn time can become ar-
bitrarily large (irrespective of the amount of work the customer carries with him): lim!1E

V ()()

=
1.
Remark 8.2 From (8.3) we also conclude that E [V ()] is approximately linear for large  . This
is in agreement with the result of Corollary 5.2. This can intuitively be explained by noting that
if  is large, then also the sojourn time will be large. Over a long period of time, the fluctuations
in the server availability average out, and for large  an additional amount of work  requires
1
1
1+m1
−

 time units. For an interpretation of 11+m1 −  , see Remark 5.3.
9. Heavy trac
In this section we prove the following:
Theorem 9.1 Provided that the second moment of the o-periods, m2, is nite,
lim
"1
E
h
e−(1−)sV ()
i
=
1
1 + (1 + m1 + 12m2)s
; Re(s)  0;
where the trac load  is dened by
 :=
(1 + m1)

:
This result is also known for the ordinary M/G/1 queue (without service interruptions), see Sen-
gupta [22] and Yashkov [31].
Thus, in heavy trac, the distribution of (1 − )V () converges to the exponential distribution
with mean
(
1 + m1 + 12m2

 . Note that the limiting mean is linear in  . To prove the theorem
we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 9.1 For Re(s)  0,
(i) lim"1 g1( ; (1 − )s) = 1, and lim"1 g0( ; (1 − )s) = 1,
(ii) lim"1
1−g1( ;(1−)s)
1− = (1 + m1)s .
Note that (ii) of Lemma 9.1 can be rewritten in terms of the LST of the overshoot distribution of
C1() as follows:
lim
"1
1− g1( ; (1 − )s)
E [C1()] (1− )s = 1;
see Formula (6.6).
Proof of Lemma 9.1
Part (i): Substitute (1 − )s for s in Equations (4.4) and (4.5), and let  " 1. Assuming that
h1( ; s) := lim"1 g1( ; (1 − )s) and h0( ; s) := lim"1 g0( ; (1 − )s) exist we nd (using the
Dominated Convergence Theorem for the interchange of limit and integrals),
h1( + ; s) =
Z 
t=0
e−t−(t−
R t
u=0 h1(+u;s)du)−(t−
R t
u=0 ((1−h1(+u;s)))du)dt
+ h1( ; s)e−−(−
R
u=0 h1(+u;s)du)−(−
R
u=0 ((1−h1(+u;s)))du);
h0( + ; s) = h0( ; s)e−(−
R
u=0 h1(+u;s)du)−(−
R
u=0 ((1−h1(+u;s)))du): (9.1)
From this we can (as in Section 4) derive the following dierential equations:
@
@
h1( ; s) = − (+  + )h1( ; s) +  fh1( ; s)g2 + + h1( ; s)((1 − h1( ; s)));
@
@
h0( ; s) = − (+ )h0( ; s) + h0( ; s)h1( ; s) + h0( ; s)((1 − h1( ; s))):
Together with the boundary conditions h1(0; s) = h0(0; s) = 1, these dierential equations uniquely
determine h1( ; s) and h0( ; s). Part (i) is now proved by noting that h1( ; s)  1 and h0( ; s)  1
satisfy these equations. A comment should however be made about the assumption on the existence
of h1( ; s) and h0( ; s): Since, for any Re(s)  0, jg1( ; s)j  1, we can nd a sequence (k)k2IN
in the interval [0,1] such that limk!1 k = 1 and h1( ; s) := limk!1 g1( ; (1 − k)s) exists. For
h1( ; s) we can formulate the dierential equations, leading to h1( ; s)  1. Since the limit is the
same for all convergent sequences, h1( ; s) exists. In the same way it can be argued that h0( ; s)
exists.
Part (ii): The proof proceeds along the same lines as for Part (i). We assume the existence of
l1( ; s) := lim
"1
1− g1( ; (1 − )s)
1−  :
Again this existence can be shown by following the subsequent steps for the limit of a convergent
sequence 1−g1( ;(1−k)s)1−k . Such a sequence exists because
1−g1( ;!)
!  E [C1()] for any Re(!)  0,
and E [C1()] is bounded in  2 [0; 1], see Formula (6.6).
Substitute (1− )s for s in (4.4), subtract both sides of this equation from 1 and use,
lim
"1
1− e−(1−)sx−
R x
u=0(1−g1(+u;(1−)s))du−
R x
u=0(1−((1−)s+(1−g1(+u;(1−)s))))du
1− 
= sx+ 
Z x
u=0
l1( + u; s)du+ 
Z x
u=0
m1 (s+ l1( + u; s)) du;
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(again with the Dominated Convergence Theorem to interchange limit and integrals), to nd,
l1( + ; s) =
Z 
t=0
e−t

(1 + m1)st+ (1 + m1)
Z t
u=0
l1( + u; s)du

dt
+e−

l1( ; s) + (1 + m1)s + (1 + m1)
Z 
u=0
l1( + u; s)du

:
For  # 0 we may now write:
l1( + ; s) = l1( ; s)−l1( ; s) + (1 + m1)s+ (1 + m1)l1( ; s) + o()
= l1( ; s) + (1 + m1)s+ o();
where for the last equality we have used that  = (1 + m1) when  = 1.
Using the boundary condition l1(0; s)  0 we readily nd l1( ; s) = (1 + m1)s . 
Using Lemma 9.1, Theorem 9.1 can now be proved by substituting (1−)s for s in (8.1) and (8.2),
and letting  " 1.
10. Final Remarks
In this paper we have studied the sojourn time of a customer in the M/M/1 queue with processor
sharing service discipline, and the server alternating between exponentially distributed on-periods
and generally distributed o-periods. This model is of interest for the performance analysis of
the ABR service in ATM networks, and best-eort services in IP networks. By using a time scale
transformation, we formulated the problem in terms of a branching process with a cost structure on
it. We indicated how the same transformation can be applied to general service times, but for the
sake of simplicity and notational convenience, we restricted the analysis to the case of exponentially
distributed service requirements. The explicitness of the results may be valuable in future research
when studying M=M=1 processor sharing models with a more general varying service process.
The sojourn time V () of a customer, conditional on his service requirement  , was decomposed
into a sum of independent random variables, thus generalising the result known for the regular
M/G/1 queue with processor sharing. The LST’s of the random variables composing V (), were
characterised through an integral equation, which is suitable for numerical evaluation. We computed
the rst two moments of these random variables, and identied the structure of higher moments.
We used these to nd the moments of V (), conditional on the number of competing customers,
and generalised a result of Sengupta and Jagerman [23, Theorem 1]. We further performed an
asymptotic analysis for  !1, proving that V ()= converges (with probability 1) to a constant.
In heavy trac, that is for the trac load  " 1, it was shown that (1 − )V () converges to an
exponential distribution, of which the mean is linear in  .
In particular, we found that E [V ()] is not linear in  , unlike in processor sharing queues without
service interruptions. We saw that E [V ()] is approximately linear in three cases: (i) when the on-
and o-periods alternate rapidly, (ii) when  is large, and (iii) in heavy trac.
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